Evaluations and Assessments

OASIS Evaluation System  https://meded-oasis.ucsd.edu/

- **OASIS** is our main evaluation system for students, instructors, courses and other events
- **Bookmark** or favorite the OASIS website in your web browser(s)
- **Log in** as a student with your UCSD AD credentials (username and password)
- **Problems** with log in issues contact: oasis-support-meded@ucsd.edu
- **General Assessment Information** for the School of Medicine: meded.ucsd.edu/go/mededtecheval

**Examples of Evaluations You Will Complete:**
- SOMC MS 1 Core Course Evaluations
- SOMC MS 2 Core Course Evaluations
- SOMT Thread Evaluations
- UCSD Health Sciences Annual Student Survey
- General Evaluation Questions / Assistance
- OASIS Faculty Database Issues

**Things to Know...**
- Log into OASIS and check the schedule regularly!
- **Don't procrastinate**, submit evaluations early. That will cause less impact during exams and busier times.
- **Do not** submit an evaluation you were assigned in error or is incorrect in some way. Contact us at mededtecheval@ucsd.edu

  Note: Evaluation issues can be caused by: An error in an evaluation assignment, a schedule change, wrong facilitator or group, or incorrect forms. Please do not submit incorrect evaluations.

- Keep your devices' operating system and internet browsers **updated** with their latest versions
- An evaluation with **multiple faculty** evaluations (such as a Lecturer / Podcast evaluation) can be done collectively or individually:
  1. Collectively by clicking on the evaluation **title** at the top (i.e.: SOMI 220 CTBS Evaluation of Lecturer / Podcast)
  2. Individually by clicking on the lecture **event title** (i.e.: 1 form for CTBS CP Lecture Hours: 2:00. Clinical Correlation: Heart Disease)
- View Submitted or Closed evaluations by clicking on the “Show submitted and closed in [current academic year]” link at the top of your evaluation list.

**Where to Go for Help with OASIS**
- Contact the Evaluations Office mededtecheval@ucsd.edu as your main point of contact for assistance.
- For additional assistance for MS1 & MS2 Core Courses, contact Mark Olesen at molesen@ucsd.edu | (858) 534-0352 | MET 330.10
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- Used for exam delivery for the weekly quizzes and most of the block/thread exams and other tests.

- **ExamSoft/Examplify Login**: Your UCSD AD username/password
  
  **Institution ID**: ucsdhs

- Please follow steps for ensuring your hardware/software are compliant and ready to use for tests. Directions were sent in an email to you and consult the [Laptop setup webpage](meded.ucsd.edu/go/laptopsetup)
  
  - Use [www.examsoft.com/ucsdhs](https://www.examsoft.com/ucsdhs) to register and install Examplify software.
  
  - Acrobat Reader is necessary to view images from tests

---

**EXAMSOFT SUPPORT**

- Call the **exam taker support line** at 1-866-429-8889 (or live chat) from 8:30am-8:30pm EST Monday-Friday and Saturday from 8:30am-6:30pm EST (Not available on Sundays!)

- **Technical assistance after hours use the Exam Taker Support Portal**: [http://support.examsoft.com/](http://support.examsoft.com/)
  You can submit a support ticket via e-mail and through live chats

- For **non-technical issues** or to request that your quiz access be reset, please email the **SOM Quiz Administrators** at somquiz@ucsd.edu and CC the course director & coordinator. Please note that any quiz resets will occur on Monday (or Tuesday if Monday is a holiday).

- **Some tips**:
  
  - Make sure you have adequate **battery** power (a back-up power cord never hurts!)
  
  - Use only compliant equipment – iPads and Chromebooks should **NOT** be used for Examsoft and Examplify. Review the minimum system requirements listed on the UCSDHS Examsoft page - [www.examsoft.com/ucsdhs](https://www.examsoft.com/ucsdhs).

---

### Additional Support Sites:

**Educational Technology (MedEd Tech)**

[MED application issues]
858-822-5843
mededtech@ucsd.edu
meded.ucsd.edu/go/mededtech

**Technical Support (HS IS)**

[AD Login, wireless network and VPN issues only]
619-543-4357
[3help@ucsd.edu](mailto:3help@ucsd.edu)
meded.ucsd.edu/go/help
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